**Local tax asks too much of struggling community**

Andrew Kindig

There are only so many community projects that are funded, and with the recent cuts in city funds, it is challenging for the saucers and pinkie fingers to fund those less and mid-term financial accessibility to walk around. This city is on a mission to create a future for its citizens, but it seems like every time our community moves in the right direction, there are obstacles in our way.

Kirksville citizens on city services have a history of giving much, and it is time that our city does the same.

---

**Public architecture needs facelift**

Brena McDermott

Super Bowl Sunday is a cornucopia of fun for everyone to enjoy. It’s a pop-culture phenomenon.

I love that tailgating brings the fans together and makes the game more enjoyable. The Super Bowl has something for everyone: food, games, and entertainment.

It’s a time to come together as a nation and celebrate sports. The Super Bowl is more than just a football game; it’s a cultural event that brings people together.

Like so many things in popular culture, the Super Bowl has evolved into a festive event. "American Idol" has become the perfect companion to this special day, as it allows everyone to get into the spirit and enjoy the festivities.

It is a time to let loose and have fun. Whether you’re a die-hard football fan or not, you can’t help but get caught up in the excitement.

---

**Bulldog Biodiesel**

Brenna McDermott

Super Bowl Sunday is a cultural event that celebrates sports and brings people together. It's a time for everyone to enjoy and have fun.

The Super Bowl is more than just a football game; it's a cultural event that brings people together. People from all walks of life come together to watch the game and cheer on their favorite team.

What's so special about the Super Bowl? It's a time to let loose and have fun. Whether you're a football fan or not, you can't help but get caught up in the excitement.
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**We Americans hide our art galleries and our history in museums**

Brena McDermott
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**We've gotten lazy in our public architecture and history?**

Brena McDermott
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---

**On campus, the lazy, tasty way**

Zach Vach

The next time you eat at the vendor on Mainstreet Market, you should pat yourself on the back — not for making a healthful or sensible choice but for helping maintain a sustainable environment. The Super Bowl telecast set the standard for how we should approach this time of year.
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